In this paper, a content adaptive coding method for plenoptic video is proposed to reduce both of the spatial and temporal redundancy. Based on the spatial correlations among subapertures, the plenoptic video is divided into two subaperture groups: the central view videos and the residual videos. Coding methods, multiview coding method based on spatial correlation(S-MVC) and multiview coding method based on temporal correlation(T-MVC), are adopted for residual videos according to correlation and residual energy analysis, while the central view videos are always encoded by S-MVC. Correlation analysis is performed first, and residual energy analysis is further performed if necessary. Coding the central view videos and the residual videos separately reduces bitstream, choosing different encoding methods for residual videos makes full use of the characteristics of different video content. Both the central view videos and the residual videos are compressed by MV-HEVC. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms a pseudo-sequence-based MVC method for plenoptic video by an average of 25.06% bitrate saving.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plenoptic video is based on a basic concept, light field. Light field describes the distribution of light rays in free space. A 4D model proposed by Levoy and Hanrahan [1] and Gortler et al. [2] , which measure the light rays at every possible location(x, y, z) from every possible angle θ, is now widely used to describe light field. Light field has been applied to many fields, such as light field microscope [3] , super resolution application [4] , lightweight head-mounted display [5] , VR [6] , etc. In recent years, more and more work focus on light field photography [7] . Portable plenoptic photographic devices have been made, which can record both spatial and angular light radiance in a single shot.
Compared with videos captured by traditional cameras, plenoptic videos captured by plenoptic photographic devices record not only intensity information of light rays from The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xinfeng Zhang. different direction but also the intensity variation in temporal domain. Therefore, plenoptic videos have huge data volume, which brings great difficulty to transmission and storage. In addition, complex subaperture relationship and huge data volume brings great challenges to compression. Thus, an efficient compression method designed for plenoptic video is highly desired.
The existing methods for plenoptic video coding can be classified into two categories: methods based on predictive coding and multiview-based methods. Many different methods based on predictive coding exist in the first category, they take advantage of different characteristics: displacement intra prediction mode [8] , disparity-based compensation mode [9] and self-similarity compensated prediction [10] . These methods can be used for both plenoptic video and image coding, however, they cannot fully exploit the optical imaging correlations among micro-images. Some other work focused on the geometric relation among subaperture images and proposed homography transformation based methods [11] - [13] . VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ These methods increase computational complexity, although they provide higher efficiency compared with the methods that coding plenoptic content directly using spatial coding tools in a video encoder like HEVC [14] . Many multiview-based methods [15] - [17] for plenoptic video compression in the second category have been proposed. In these methods, plenoptic video is decomposed into several viewpoint sequences, that is, a multiview video. Some methods focused on prediction structures. In a prediction structure [18] , IPP or IBP structures are applied to each horizontal line and only the first central column of the views array. The number of available vertical inter-view predictions is very limited in such structures. In another structure [19] - [21] , additional vertical inter-view prediction is introduced, views are divided into different types based on its references. Multiview video coding (MVC) can fully exploit both of the spatial correlation and temporal correlation among the subapertures. Thus, it improves the coding efficiency greatly but also increases huge computational complexity at the same time, especially when the number of views is large.
In this paper, a content adaptive plenoptic video compression method is proposed. In our method, subaperture projection-based grouping [22] is adopted. According to subaperture projection-based grouping [22] , the plenoptic video is separated into two groups: the central view videos and the adjacent videos. The central view videos including a quite few of subaperture videos are considered as the key video and encoded with multiview coding method based on spatial correlation(S-MVC) first. Then, the residual videos are encoded with multiview coding method based on temporal correlation(T-MVC) or S-MVC, determined by correlation and residual energy analysis. The residual videos are generated by the difference between the reconstructed central subaperture videos and the adjacent subaperture videos. Both the central view videos and the residual videos are compressed by the multiview extension of high efficiency video coding (MV-HEVC) [23] . Subaperture projection-based grouping [22] has been proved effective for plenoptic image coding, it is applied to plenoptic video coding by combining with MVC for the first time in this paper. The total bitstream is reduced for the residual videos contain much less content than the central view videos. In our work, the proposed method exploits correlation and residual energy analysis for compression. Based on correlation and residual energy analysis of video containing different motion modes, the more efficient method from S-MVC and T-MVC is precisely chosen. In this method, several plenoptic images, instead of the entire plenoptic video, are selected randomly for correlation and residual energy calculation. The calculation process is very simple but effective. The proposed method fully removes inter-view and inter-frame redundancy with small computational overhead introduced. In pseudosequence-based methods, a pseudo-sequence is generated by reordering subaperture images with scanning topologies. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms a pseudo-sequence-based [28] MVC method for plenoptic video by an average of 25.06% bitrate saving.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the generation process of plenoptic video and two widely used methods for encoding plenoptic video. Content-based analysis of plenoptic video, the workflow and details of proposed plenoptic video compression method are introduced in Section III. In Section IV, we conducted experiment to explore its compression efficiency, we also did some comparative experimental analysis. Section V concludes the paper.
II. PLENOPTIC VIDEO AND EXISTING WORKS A. PLENOPTIC VIDEO GENERATION
Plenoptic camera inserts a microlens array between the main lens and the sensor, allowing the sensor to capture intensity and angular information of the light rays. After passing through the main lens and microlens, the light rays in different direction from one object point are recorded by the sensor as a group of pixels [24] , called macropixel or an elemental image (EI). The number of macro pixels is related to the number of lenses in the microlens array. Subaperture images are extracted from plenoptic image according to Ng's optical analysis [7] and light field decoding [25] . Repeating the extract process for each frame of plenoptic video, a fixed number of subaperture images are generated in each frame. In MVC, a subaperture image represents a view. Thus, a complete multiview video is generated by concatenating every view of the same position in each frame into a sequence respectively. In traditional MVC methods, the complete multiview plenoptic video is used as input for encoding directly. In this paper, several different ways for rearranging plenoptic video are used, more details are described in experimental part.
B. EXISTING PLENOPTIC VIDEO COMPRESSION METHODS
Two plenoptic video compression methods exist at present, we define them as S-MVC(multiview coding method based on spatial correlation) and T-MVC(multiview coding method based on temporal correlation), as depicted in Fig. 1 and The multiview video is encoded as input by standard MVC. In terms of spatial domain, a problem exists in T-MVC is that coding efficiency begins to reduce significantly when the video content moves a lot. However, this problem has no effect on S-MVC, because there is only a difference in perspective between subaperture images, and the spatial correlation is relatively stable. It is this problem that makes S-MVC more efficient in most instances.
III. PROPOSED COMPRESSION METHOD A. CONTENT BASED ANALYSIS
Subaperture projection-based grouping [22] is an efficient coding method for plenoptic image, making full use of the spatial correlation among subaperture images, which can be extended to apply into plenoptic video coding with MVC. Accordingly, the plenoptic video is divided into two subaperture groups: the central view videos and the residual videos. The residual videos contain much less content with lower correlation than the central view videos. Thus, more analyses are needed to determine which encoding method is more efficient for the residual videos. In order to determine the best coding method between S-MVC and T-MVC adaptively, the correlation and residual energy analyses are conducted before compression. The correlation between two subapertures can be calculated by:
. (1) where A and B denote two subaperture images.Ā andB denote the average of A and B respectively. The energy calculate algorithm is as follows:
where E denotes energy between A and B, A and B denote two residual subapertures. We calculate the correlation between views and frames respectively according to (1) . Taking a plenoptic video that containing 30 plenoptic images for example, there are 25 central views in each plenoptic image after grouping. Calculating the correlation between all views and frames will introduce a huge amount of computational complexity. In fact, we calculated the correlation between all views and frames of several different materials, finding that correlation between the views in each plenoptic image and correlation between frames in each view are very close. Therefore, selecting several plenoptic images or views randomly can be used as a representative.
The actual calculation process is as follows. First, for correlation calculation between views, 3 plenoptic images are chose randomly. In each plenoptic image, we calculate correlation between each view with its reference views according to the MVC prediction structure used in actual coding. Then, 25 averages are calculated in a single plenoptic image. We get an average of 25 averages for a single plenoptic image and get an average of 3 plenoptic images. Finally, we get an average that represents the correlation between views of 3 plenoptic images. For correlation calculation between frames, we choose 3 views from all 25 central views randomly and calculate correlation between each frame with its reference frames according to the GOP structure [23] used in actual coding. The follow steps are same with correlation calculation between views. Similarly, we get an average that represents the correlation between frames of 3 views. More details will be explained in the experimental part.
In order to analyze whether S-MVC is more efficient than T-MVC in most cases, we calculated the correlations of interviews and inter-frames for the central view videos of several test materials by using the method mentioned above. All test materials are showed in Fig. 5 . The results are showed in Table 1 . As showed in Table 1 , we can notice that correlation of inter-views is generally higher than inter-frames for central view videos. Correlation of inter-views and inter-frames represent spatial correlation and temporal correlation respectively. According to this analysis result, we think S-MVC is more efficient for central view videos. Relevant experiments are implemented to prove in experimental part. In order to find out the better coding method for the residual videos, correlations of inter-views and inter-frames for residual videos are calculated. The results are showed in Table 2 .
As showed in Table 2 , not all correlations of inter-view are higher than inter-frame in these test materials. We came to realize that for the residual videos the correlation calculation VOLUME 8, 2020 may not be accurate. On one hand, the residual matrix contains more zero coefficients or coefficients close to zero. On the other hand, the correlation calculation algorithm starts to deteriorate when the difference between the frames is relatively large. The second problem also exists in central view videos, but it may not cause huge influence for it is the whole video. The inter-frames correlation of Flowers, Matryoshka and Trees are very small. According to Fig. 5 , among all test materials, Flowers, Matryoshka and Trees have relatively large difference in temporal domain. The correlation value is not accurate for these test materials under this circumstance. Further analysis is needed to determine which coding method is better for the residual videos.
There is a commonly used method in video coding to measure the residue, which is to calculate the residual energy. As showed in Table 3 , we adopt (2) to calculate the energy of residue with the same method described in correlation calculation. Theoretically speaking, the higher the correlation, the smaller the residual energy. The results of Table 2 and Table 3 are perfect match except for Flowers, Cube and Trees. So, we think the correlation of inter-frames can be a sign: when its value is super small, it presents low redundancy in temporal domain. S-MVC is better for residual videos under this circumstance. For test materials that have relatively more redundancy in temporal domain, choosing coding method based on residual energy is more reasonable.
B. PROPOSED COMPRESSION ARCHITECTURE
The encoding architecture is proposed in Fig. 3 . As depicted in the architecture, the plenoptic video is divided into the central view videos and the adjacent videos according to the subaperture projection-based grouping [22] . First, the central view videos are encoded by S-MVC. Then, the residual videos are generated by the difference between the reconstructed central subaperture videos and the adjacent subaperture videos. Encoding methods between S-MVC or T-MVC are chose adaptively for the residual videos according to correlation and residual energy calculation. A flag bit is set to record the encoding method selected by the residual videos. The adaptive selection process is as follows: Correlation analysis is performed first, S-MVC is adopted when interframe correlation is smaller than an empirical threshold. Otherwise, residual energy analysis is implemented. Then, residual energy among frames and views are compared, T-MVC is adopted when inter-frame energy is smaller and S-MVC is adopted in the opposite case. In addition, ''S-Residual'' video is transformed to ''T-Residual'' video by exchanging the spatial domain and temporal domain before encoded by T-MVC. Finally, a central view videos bitstream and a residual videos bitstream are obtained.
In H.265, the NAL header contains three fixed length bit regions: NALU(T), NAL-REFERENCE-IDC(R) and hidden bits (F). The NALU type uses 5 bits to represent the 32 different types of NALU. Types 1-12 are defined by H.265, types 24-31 are used outside of H.265. Other values are reserved by H.265, which means types 13-23 are available. Therefore, we take the type 13 as the flag bit with no extra overheads introduced.
C. PROPOSED DECODING WORKFLOW
The decoding process of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 4 . The central view videos bitstream is decoded by S-MVC. For the residual videos bitstream, the flag bit is checked first. S-MVC or T-MVC is chose adaptively for the residual videos bitstream based on the flag bit. By plus the decompressed central view videos to the decompressed residual videos, the complete decompressed plenoptic video is obtained.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. TEST MATERIALS
All test materials are captured by Lytro camera. As depicted in Fig. 5 , there are 30 frames in each plenoptic video. Row 1, 2 and 3 represent the 1st, 15th and 30th frame of each video, respectively. The motion modes of test materials are very different: The content of Flowers moves down in the both vertical direction and horizontal direction; The content of Auto Race is a toy car that moves diagonally; The Cube captures a rotating cube; The content of Matryoshka is a doll that moves down in the horizontal vertical direction, same with the Trees. The content of Toys is a combination of Auto Race and Cube. Different contents and different change mode of content ensure the sufficiency and rationality of the experiment.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Subaperture images are extracted from plenoptic image using light field decoding toolbox [26] . The color space is converted from RGB to YCbCr 4:4:4 in the subaperture extraction process. According to the standard recommended by MPEG [27] , 165 views in s single plenoptic image are used for compression. 25 subaperture images are classified as central view images and 140 subaperture images are classified as adjacent images according to subaperture projection-based grouping [22] . Accordingly, 140 residual subaperture images are obtained in a plenoptic image. Two MVC prediction structures, pseudo-sequence-based (PSB) [28] and ''LF-MVC'' [29] , are adopted in this paper.
The plenoptic videos in experiment are encoded by HEVC or MV-HEVC using reference software HM-16.9+ SCM8.0 [30] and HTM-16.2 [23] . All plenoptic videos are captured by Lytro Illum camera with spatial of 7728 × 5368. The RExt main profile with low delay configuration is applied into the HEVC test, and the MV-HEVC encoding uses the low delay configuration with prediction structure corresponding to the proposed and reference methods. The initial residual value varying from -255 to 255 is adjusted as 0 to 510 by adding 255 before compression. Thus, the bit depth of residual videos is set as 10-bit. The PSNR is calculated by the original plenoptic video and the reconstructed plenoptic video. The PSNR of Image I (in dB) is defined as:
where, MAX 1 is the maximum possible pixel value of the Image I. The rendering method was proposed by [25] and also recommended by plenoptic compression evaluation method in [27] . BD-bitrate defined in [31] is used to measure the compression efficiency. In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed method, 11 different coding methods for 6 test materials are conducted. All methods are defined and the specific implementation details are described in Table 4 . In Table 4 , what need to be explained in more detail are HSS, CHRT and CHRS. In HSS, we actually adopt the ''S-Shape'' [22] and reorder 165 × 30 subaperture images into one video and coding it with HEVC. We use ''Normal S-Shape'' (upper left corner to bottom right corner) for odd frames and ''Reverse S-Shape'' (bottom right corner to upper left corner) for even frames to form a continuous sequence. In CHRT and CHRS, we adopt the ''Spiral'', as depicted in Fig. 6 , to reorder 25×30 central subaperture images into one video and coding it with HEVC. The residual videos in CHRT and CHRS are encoded with MVC. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed compression method, several sets of experiments have been conducted in this section. First, the efficiency of S-MVC and T-MVC, PSB and LF-MVC are compared. Then, the efficiency of a special method, which is combination of HEVC and MVC method using subaperture projection-based grouping [22] , is explored. Last, the efficiency of proposed method is proved by comparing all possible S-MVC and T-MVC combinations.
Several groups of methods are compared in Table 5 . First, as shown in the column HSS, MVC method is quite more efficient for HSS presents an average of 80.04% increase in bitrate. Then, S-MVC is more efficient when coding a complete plenoptic video directly according to the column T-Anchor. However, things are different in CHRS and CHRT because of the similar average results, 17.35% and 17.74%. In fact, T-MVC is more efficient in test materials (c) and (e). In addition, LF-MVC is more efficient than PSB(Anchor) in 5 of 6 test materials.
All possible S-MVC and T-MVC combinations are compared in Table 5 . First, a conclusion can be drawn that S-MVC is more efficient for the central view videos by comparing the CSRS and CTRS, CSRT and CTRT. CSRS and CSRT cannot be compared because different prediction structures (PSB for CSRS, LF-MVC for CSRT) are adopted for their residual videos. In order to solve this problem, an extra method, CSRS(LF-MVC), is added. Thus, CSRS(LF-MVC), CSRT and the proposed method share the same prediction structure for both central view videos and residual videos. By comparing the results of these three methods, it can be found that the proposed method always chooses the more efficient method from S-MVC and T-MVC adaptively in all test materials, which proved the efficiency of the proposed method. Overall, the proposed method outperforms PSB by an average of 25.06% bitrate saving.
D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
According to the content-based analysis conducted in Section III, we think S-MVC is more efficient when coding a plenoptic video directly. Thus, S-MVC is always better than T-MVC for central view videos, this argument has been proved by the experimental results of this section. For the residual videos, S-MVC or T-MVC is selected adaptively by calculating the correlation and residual energy, similarly, the efficiency has been proved. Therefore, the proposed method selects best method for both central view videos and residual videos, which make the proposed method outperforms traditional methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient content adaptive plenoptic video coding method is proposed. Based on the spatial correlations among subapertures, the plenoptic video is divided into two subaperture groups: the central view videos and the residual videos. The central view videos are encoded by S-MVC and the residual videos is encoded by S-MVC or T-MVC adaptively based on correlation and residual energy analysis. Experimental results demonstrate its superior improvement in compression efficiency relative to traditional MVC methods. The future work will focus on decreasing the number of views in the central view videos to further improve the compression performance.
